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13 September 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR TOE RECORD

SUBJECT: TM to London and Germany for HEINE v. RAUB Case

1. This memorandum is to record briefly contacts made and
work accomplished during the course of my TOY to London and
Germany from 28 August to 10 September 1968 in connection with
the SEINE v. RAUS case. Separate memoranda are being written
to cover the several contacts and debriefings of individuals
for information on HEINZ.

11.. The purpose of the London stop was primarily to meet
with!	

with 
is the senior SMOTR,C_

:7-assigned for _liaison w h IA on this case. On 29 August
I met briefly with 	 Case OfficerL_	 1
in order to consolldate plans for our scheduled diamtssion
'JAW:	 on the following day. On 30 August, C: :land I
met r	 jat the "Belfry Club" for lunch. Over drinks we
traded gieetinvo from various old friends includingL 	 7- --7, r	 and others. With respect to HEINE,/
rbtleated i"o me what he had already stated toL 	 r tt he
considered the timing of HEINE's approach to the Ali in_ November 1956 as very significant. Describing in general terms
the MOTH REDSOX-type operations into the Baltic States,c
said that by 1936 he was fully convinced that all of the Baltic
operations had been controlled by the HIS from the very start..
This came home to him particularly in the case of Boris Nelk who
had been dispatched to England ostensibly as a courier from the

estonian,Forest Brothers, but wan broken by C:	 .._.7 and
J doubled and sent hack. He thinks that by mid-1956

the Soviets were aware that their game with the British and
probably with the Swedes was finished, artd that HEINZ may have
represented an HIS effort to entrap the AIS for some further
play.

3. With respect to Robone,'	 jwas not too hopeful
about him being able to help us iith any concrete material,
but he was completely willing to give me a letter of introduction
in order to open the way for any detailed discussion which we
might want to have touching upon c:
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4. Hi asked le ibether there was any chance that the
I asSuaged

hi* that this would be excluded. I told him that "hat we
were interested in now was further collection of all signifi-
cant CI material to give further weight to our already well-
documented conclusions concerning BEIM. we had a lot of
material of our own which could not be surfaced in any open
court hearing and I expected that material which we night
get from Hoban* would probably be in the same category. In
the very unlikely eventuality that some particular point
might prove to be of crucial value in the court case we
would, of course, consult with 7 	 11 prior to any thought
of using it. In any event he eftld Ast assured that what-
ever Hoban° might give us would be for our internal use alone.

MOW

5. After• lUnch we adjourned-tOL
Embassy midi_	 :jprocieded to dictate a letter
tion to Rebibe for me in the name of L
addressed Rebane c:

and signed it
A copy of his letter will be attached to the full
report on Mebane.

• S. On 1 September I visited Munich Ops Base cl
_:x I briefed 005.(7 	 t

ciou la p lan* win', respect to Hoban* and he assigned case-
16kfi r i 	to provide support with respect to safe
house, etc. ThAt afternoon I journeyed to Augsburg to meet
Rebane and set up debriefing sessions in t his unn ...kfe haulm on
2 and 3 September. Career agent I	 ' joined
me for the two debriefing sees ions. On Sunday, 4 September,
J 'net, with	 to go over our notes and on 5 September

and'!jourAlyed to Augsburg for a final session with
'-theCSIlonel. A full report of the results of these meetings
is attached.

7. On 6 September( 	 jand I iourneyed to
and established contact with
a former Estonian agent of Filnkxurt Ops Estee. A
report covers this meeting. On 7 September/
to Munich for onward travel to Washington whale I
rail to Bonn.

He
,

4feparatir
_ireturned
went on by

8. In Bonn I briefedL
the following day spent a couple of
told me that when we had originally
support from CAVATA in mid-1965, the
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to CAVATA had not assigned any over-riding priority or urgency
for this case and that the result had been a rather sloppy
job on the part of CATATA. He would now take the matter up
at a high level in CAVATA and get them to assign a very
competent officer to give us vigorous and prompt support in
whatever investigation we desired. I went over with him in
Otail the material we wanted the Germans to cover for us,
primarily document searches and comments on those elements of
HEINE's biography connected with his service in the German
Army, in the Estonian Political Police under the SD, etc.
I told him that a dispatch outlining in detail our require-
ments was currently in preparation and that he would have it
within a few days.

9, on 8 September I visited c:_7 in Cologne and spoke
to 	 41,?and others. At 	 request I had a dinner-meeting with roma* agent 	 -	 ihand had a long discussion
concerning his future witlethe agendY, etc.

10- 04,9 September I flew to Hamburg for a meeting with
j We spent the entire afternoon going over theCI= biography and a separate report will cover the rather

meager results of this discussion. L	 Idid supply
a few leads for possible follow-up." —Returned to Washington
via London on 10 September.

C/88/0/AC
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